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WRITING FROM THE OTHER SIDE

U N I V E R S I T Y P L AY E R S

Opinion, page 5 — Bett Heckinger tries out

A & E, page 7 — University Players

another disguise to see how our society will
respond. This time, she goes as a gothic

displayed their amazing talent at a
recent peifomiance on campus.

A.

"freak."

resc en t
Frday, March 11, 2000

George Fox University, Newberg, Oregon

Issue 8, Vol. CXVl

Community found
at Spring Retreat

News from
the Outside
World

Bctt Heckinger
Opinion Editor

World
CHOKWE, Mozambique
(CNN) — Mozambi cans
salvaged what they could

Christian walk, and give them
a sense of relaxation, a "calm

homes on Monday.

closing campfire of spring

Villagers slogged
through slippery, muddy

retreat. "It was an incredible

lime of sharing our hearts
with one another and feeling
free to worship." says senior.
Debbie Ross. Campfire was

remained after three weeks

of intense flooding in the
southern part of

the culmination of the entire

weekend's teaching, on how
to live in community.

Mozambique and parts of
Zimbabwe

and

ness often faced on our

Saturday's clear cool evening,
over 150 George Fox students

from their mud-soaked

get their first look at what

dents tools to deal with lonli-

In the quiet of

gathered at Camp Magruder
on the Oregon coast for the

streets over the weekend to

committee looked to give stu

within the storm."

The retreat definitely
r e fl e c t e d t h e c o m m i t t e e ' s

desire for a relaxing weekend
of fellowship and quality
teaching. Says Chris Peterson,
"I apreciated the laid back
atmosphere and the practicali
ty of the teachings instead of
Just another spiritual high."
Highlights of the
weekend were the Caribbean

South

A down to earth and

fi e s t a , v i s i t t o T i l l a m o o k

Africa. Much of what they
found was damaged

challenging speaker, Derry
Long, spoke to Fox students

Cheese Factory, playing full

beyond repair. In some
cases, villages were wiped
out as grass huts collapsed

on life in a Christian commu

and especially the small group
lime on Saturday.

nity and living life with a
higher calling. "He reminded
us that to live in community

i n t o t h e w a t e r.

contact football on the beach,

Jane True, a member

of the Chaplain's committee

Officials say thou
sands are likely to have

effectively we cannot have

said of the weekend, "The

hidden secrets from one

died, and their bodies will

other." says George Fox

GFU community is striving
for true fellowship among

b e f o u n d a s fl o o d w a t e r s
Photo by Jonathan Morcll

recede. The difference

between life and death,
w h e n t h e r i v e r s o v e r fl o w e d
and water cascaded across
the land, was measured in

Annie Hagiund(left) and Jillian Stillinger spend time
in praise and worship at the Spring Retreat last
weekend. The retreat was held at Camp Magrudcr on
the Oregon coast. More pictures on page 13.

Retreat Coordinator Rachelle

believers. This retreat took

Staley.

definite steps toward intimate,
Rachelle spent hours

planning the retreat with her
c o m m i t t e e o f fi v e F o x s t u

dents. Through the retreat, the

deep and honest friendships
and introduced practical
applications we can incorpo
rate here on campus.

minutes.

National
WASHINGTON (AP)The Energy Department

SUB Basement remodeling begins
limited budget restrains their

Mclany Eslinger

Monday predicted sharply
higher gasoline prices this

creativity. How does one con

Staff Writer

vert the SUB basement from a

summer even if the world's

"What in the world is

oil producers agree later
this month to increase pro

going on down there?" "Why
can't my club meet in the SUB
basement anymore?" These

duction.

And government analysts
forecast that if higher pro
duction is put oft until the
fall, there likely will be a
repeat of the soaring heat
ing-oil prices that have
plagued the Northeast this

questions and many more were

sparked by a Foxmail posted

body"?
The goal is very
which includes Parker Owens,

November 29, 1999 the ASC

Austen Ashenbrenner, Emily

Central Committee voted on a

Hansen, John Kershner, Chris

motion

Fisher, Megan Luginbill, and
Christy Russo, decided to cre
ate a hangout with game
tables, specialty vending
machines, better lighting and

to

allocate

a

set

The forecast by the Energy

vation of the SUB basement.

ing near $I..SO a gallon on

A standing committee of stu
dent volunteers is working on
this project. The head of the

average nationwide, easily
could jump another 20 cents

project is . Parker Owens.
Please contact him if you have

a gallon by May and June
— and probably spike high

any questions, comments, con
cerns, or suggestions."

er in some places.

phere among the GFU student

Russo wrote: "On

amount of funds for the reno

said gasoline prices, nudg

to "build a communal atmos

ambitious. The committee,

by Carrie Russo.

winter.

Information Administration

large poorly-lit storage room
of odds and ends into a place

Parker's committee

has a big task on their plate. A

wonderful murals.

The paint, donated by
Parker Paints, is being put to
good use in a large mural
based on the theme of

Proverbs 30:4. This impres
sive mural by Andy Harper

I'hoto by Leslie Scsscr

discusses changes currently
in progress. The basement will he reopened to students
after Spring Break.
and Carrie Brielhaupt may not Spirit theme with the Bruin
be completed when the base
bear courtesy of Wally Spoon
ment reopens after Spring and Bon Appetit.
Te n t a t i v e h o u r s a r e
Break, but is rapidly progress
The SUB Ba.senient Committee

ing. The south wall of the
basement will feature a School

co'ntinucd on page 12
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Opinion

Fox trails other universities in payscale
^ Kon
Davis
AssislaiU Opinon Editor

people who train the specialized work
force so economically undervalued?
Obviously, that is a complex
question, and one I will not try to answer

Yo u g o t y o u r P H . D f r o m
Harvard? And you earn how much? At
Intel, Engineers with doctoral degrees in
the sciences arc being hired at around
$75,000. Our professors, on the other
hand, are often hired at less than half of
that.

beyond simply saying that our product,
education, does not bring in high profit
margins, and thus we cannot transfer
extra money to professors.
George Fox is also trailing many
comparable universities, though I'm told
that the administration very much wishes
to change this. True, we do not have a

cation from institutions like University ol
Washington, Willamette University,

Payroll

Wheaton, Harvard, Princeton. Duke.
Fuller Theological, Purdue, Penn State,
Boston, and Pepperdinc. to name only a
few. Paul Anderson was invited to teach

F-" Prnfessor Associate Assi.stani

last year at Yale, and he did.

Many of our professors are pub

117

79.8

63.6

113.1

64.4

52.5

84.9

71.6

61.5

Clark arc doing very well and I think we

sports, careers, technology and the like. Pepperdine
And they are doing it for not a lot of R e e d

71.9

53.3

43.6

can achieve their level of excellence and

m o n e y.

72.1

54.2

43.2

ly grateful for their work and their hearts U o f O
for ministry, but we should be advocates
L i n fi e l d

67.4

50.0

44.5

55.9

42.5

35.5

Someday we will be supporting S P U
alumni and trustees. We will be a part of G F U
the workforce, sending our money and
kids to schools and voting on how tax W a r n e r P a .

55.8

46.5

40.4

51.1

44,3

39.3

39.9

32.7

30.2

36.8

31.8

receiving a PH.D (not to mention the
loans that often accompany it) qualifies
and merits faculty for much higher
salaries. Yet they continue to be under

But schools like Lewis and

H a r v a r d . I n f a c t , o u r fi n a n c i a l r e s o u r c e s

Harvard
tive fields; They are, without a doubt, Stanford
engaging in ministry. They are teaching Y a l e

122. IK

lished and well respeeled in their respec

us about life, God, academic disciplines,

pale by comparison.

more. Seattle Pacific University, which
is highly comparable to Fox, pays its pro
fessors slightly more, though it charges a

Economic Status of the Profession show

lower tuition. However, SPU is extreme

that faculty salaries increased 1.7%

ly aggressive about soliciting develop

(adjusted for inflation) between the 96-97
and 97-98 school years. Yet, they remain
4.4% lower than they were 25 years ago

ment funds.

(adjusted for inflation). Moreover, as of
1996, faculty salaries were 42% lower
than those of comparable professionals.

qualified. Many have received their edu

^roKssor~

63.8

$ 13,000,000,000 endowment like

The 1997 Report on the

They certainly are not undei-

69.6

Generally, for their level of edu
cation, college professors arc underpaid.
The rigorous work associated with

paid.

tant issue. Why are our professors here?

Our Legacy Campaign is a great
start for this, but it is only a start. 1 think
that George Fox University has the

Recently I was made aware that
a certain leading candidate for a faculty

potential to become a highly recognized,
prestigious university where the profes
sors are not so underpaid, if we continue
and redouble our efforts to push the

position here at Fox will have to take a
$60,000 pay cut if he gets the position.
Why is this? Why are the very

University forward spiritually, academi
cally and financially.
This, of course, raises an impor

Not only should we be extreme

Whitman

for them in the future.

West. Bap.

dollars should be spent.

—

We need to be an encourage

ment to our professors now, but we also
need to remember them when we leave

George Fox. They are the ones who are
training the future leaders who will have
the greatest influence on our future and
our world.

Overall

72.2

53.1

43.8

These statistics have been taken fi'om
the Chronicle of Higher Education.

A1 Gore:
The next President
point of being largely fabricated.
Sean McGeeney
Guest Writer

Gore

favors

a

more

accessible health insurance for

Americans, with consideration

for the need to pay down the
While Bill Bradley left
the Senate to spend two years

national debt and maintain a

preparing to run for president, A1
Gore spent seven years gearing

authentic environmentalist,

healthy economy. He is an

up to be president. He is a pupil

believing the U.S. President must
protect the planet for future gen

of what President Clinton did

erations. Moreover, Gore has a

successfully and did crudely. A1
Gore is proficient and ready to
serve as president.

firm grasp on the limits of the
office, the relationship of one
policy to another and dealing
with Congress.

This alone does not war

rant Gore the job; he must have
the credentials. He has been one

of the most diligent vice presi
dents. He was part of Clinton's
successes: notably deficit reduc
tion, consolidating the govern
ment and foreign policy. Gore
should not be tainted by Clinton's
foibles. Whatever the truths of

Despite a press corps'
chant of "Gore rhymes \vith
bore!", the vice president is a sea
soned campaigner, extraordinari
ly informed and lough in debates.
His weaknesses are a lack of

competitiveness and his misrep
resentation of his record, as he

the mailers independent counsel

profited from tobacco before
turning against it. These are real

Starr examined, Mr. Gore was no

failings for which Bradley

part of them.
Ideologically, he can be
categorized as a Clinton-

attacks him, as will Republicans.

Democrat, but the same is true of

virtues. He comes out looking

Bradley. Each is a centrist with a

like a better nominee than

liberal heart and conservative

Bradley does.

brain. The policy differences
have been exaggerated to the

The

nerescent

Nevertheless, these must be

weighed against Gore's political

A1 Gore is the best can

Yumiko Miyazaki
A senior international student from

Nagano, Japan, Yumiko Miyazaki loves life in

America. Yumiko is majoring in health and nutri
tion and enjoys cooking traditional Japanese meals
for herself and her friends.

Yumiko enjoys snowboarding, traveling,
and sleeping. Her roommates will attest to
Yumiko's strange sleeping hours. Sometimes she'll

study till 4 AM and sleep until I PM the next day.
This random schedule requires Yumiko to keep 4
separate alarm clocks on hand — all of which she
uses!

Though Yumiko looks forward to gradu
ating next year, she is not looking forward to goin®

back to Japan. "1 love living in the US. 1 have so
many nice friends here!" says Yumiko.

When she graduates, Yumiko hopes to use
her English and Japanese skills as well as her food
preparation experience to start her own restaurant
hopefully in the US.

"Watashi no Nihongo wa kusata.

didate to be elected in 2000.

Editor in Chief — Jon Roberts
Assistant Editor — Jessica Howard

Business Manager — Nathan Goff

Opinion Editor — Belt Heckinger
Assistant Opinion Editor — Ron Davis

Angela Fritch

A&E Editor — Sarah Sparks
Sports Editor — Serena Bumund
Copy Editor — Erin M. Shank

Layout Editor — Sarah E. Dorsey.

Recently nominated for Homecoming

princess, Angela is a sophomore history major at
George Fox. When asked why she chose history,

Anglela says it is one of the most interesting sub
jects and plus, she adds, "Kerry Irish rocks my
world!"

Angela grew up in California but has

since moved to West Texas. She enjoys swing

dancing with the best English dancer in town (fea
tured m last issue's biography), as well as cross

country skiing. She also enjoys causing ruckus and
going on "ro-tic" (romantic without the man) out
ings with her three dearest friends.

1 hough she came to George Fox for the

Christian environment.Angela is often dissapointTthiH
N i ^ what
K they
o f actual
s t ulydbel
eienve.
ts to
nklabout
berom. gi-aduates, Angela hopes to
schn 1 QK school teacher in international
t h e ^ iFy life. I thi
ln
i™
i nthere
k there's more out

We "'^'nonies your brief letters,
can he i Unsigned letters, but your name

edhtr H "-eserve tL right to

Crescent
' "space.
r F o x mSend
a i l t hyour
e C letters
r e s c e nto
t The
Staff
folder.
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Opinion

Are we worshipping ourselves?
the worship service simply the
contagious nature of emotion?

Bett Hcckinger
Opinion Editor
Emotion

fi l l e d

Consider the words to

the

crowded auditorium as students

this praise song;
Holy, holy, holy
is the Lord of Hosts;

rose to their feet. An epidemic of

Holy, holy, holy

social contagion spread and the
majority of worshippers were

is the Lord of Hosts.
The whole earth is full of His
glory.
The whole earth is ftdl of His

soon swaying in a trance-like

state to the rhythm of the guitars

glory;
The whole earth is fidl of His

and melodic voices. Repetitive
and shallow though they
were, the song's verses

Were we

were sung over and over.

Does this portray

the scene from your place
of worship?

worship band this last sum
mer, I began to really think
about

the

music

I

was

powerful it was when in actuality,
they merely absorbed the emo
tion from the energized crowd
around them similarly "stimulat
ed" by this spirited event.
Do we confuse spirited
with spiritual?
Consider the songs you

sing at your place of worship. Are
the words redundant? Is the goal

of the worship leaders to lead the
group in praising the Lord from
the very depths of their hearts, or
to sway the masses in a lullaby of
emotion?

Holy is the Lord

simply

creating
a

During my expe
rience as a vocalist in a

glory.

religious
canopy to
feel safe

Emotion fades. After the
Ye s . I w o u l d

worship service is over, people

agree, God is holy and

go back to the hurts and

the whole earth is full

heartaches of their lives. Where

of His glory. This is

is the music then? (Sorry for the

basic to the Christian

cliche.) When there are no

faith. However, how

Christian brothers and sisters by
their side, caught up in a trance of
emotion, where is their support?
Ah, you say, Christ is
their support. So sing about a liv

does it speak to the

singer?
singing. That's not to say 1 b e n e a t h ?
More impor
had not thought about the
tantly, is it the deepest
words before, only now, I began
convictions of the singer or vain ing and active faith in Christ! 1
to ponder the services in a differ
and repetitious words? 1 suppose am not here to suggest you forgo
ent light.
the real question must be
attending praise and
I began to wonder
Do we
whether or not we are in
worship services.
whether these songs were merely
effect worshipping our
c o n f u s e However, consider that
an expression of emotion for the
the Truth of God's word
selves with our "worship"
sheer purpose of personal gratifi
spiritecJ
is unchanged by emo
music.
cation and more importantly,
tional songs.
Oftentimes, and
w
i
t
h
whether we were simply creating
Yes, it is possi
perhaps you've seen it, a

a religious canopy to feel safe
beneath.

Were these songs the

true expressions of our hearts in
and of themselves? Would they
be as powerful if they were not

put to a driving drumbeat and
showy instrumentals and vocaliz
ing? Or was our participation in

S a r c a s t i c a l l v Yo u r s

spiritual?

Finding a balance
alcohol. Considering his profile
Bett Heckinger

puts women under the "hob

Opinion Editor

bies" category. I wouldn't have
said that so loudly. But, perhaps

his priorities were the free mar

ble to have communion

1 have never been one

without background
music. It is possible for God to

to tout the glories of the
National Organization of

ket for alcohol.

God.

move in people's lives without

Women, nor have I ever

typify George Fox men by this

One George Fox profes
sor suggested such services were

three songs and a message.
it is also possible to

yearned for the day when

one student, it is something I've

women can share equal rights

had to deal with. How should

praise the Lord without 500 other
people raving over the carefully

v i a u n i s e x b a th r o o m s .

the average Christian college

orchestrated worship team.

believe that when the Bible

blatant chauvinism?

commands us to submit to one

Last year, an acquain
tance of mine would randomly

worship service can
become more of a "pep

assembly" than an offering to

as helpful spiritually as attending
a baseball game. Everyone leaves
the service raving about how

However, I also don't

another, it is really advocating
male supremacy. (Nor do I

spout chauvinist comments,
such as, "Get in the kitchen and

limited to men only.)

make me a sandwich, woman!"

pus, out in "the real world," I
quite possibly fit into the "con
servative-moderate" category.

At George Fox, however, 1
probably fit the description of a
liberal feminist.
Oftentimes

in

the

interpret the passage in the New

humanity and embrace force
and brutality. You, my friend,
have swallowed this bitter pill.
But don't take it on an empty

personal slaves!
Okay. I confess: my

disavow

stomach. Gel in the kitchen and

in all honesty (I'll cut the sar

met with stone cold silence.

casm for a moment), Jesus was

After recovering from the
shock, we had an intelligent
discussion about gender equity
and the women's rights move

women definitely didn't brag

My "manifesto" was

equal rights. This, however, is

ment. Neither of us had been

for another article.

serious with our comments, and

So George Fox is a

Pe
l ase read the many artcie
l s we feature and send us your feedback!

to

make your own sandwich!"

for women in a culture where

talents as the Assistant Editor of the Opinion section.

manhood:

idea of submission does not
include lifetime servitude, but

the first feminist. He stood up

Ron Davis is a sophomore history and philosophy major and shares his

equality. This is the bitter pill
of

sive to mean women are their

from new and diferent writers, we have a new editor on Crescent staf!

He assumed it to be in good
humor, but one evening he was
met with an amusing surprise.
"I pity you," 1 said,
"for having been bom into a
culture where men are taught to
value supremacy and disregard

Christian community, men
Testament about being submis

Vou may have noticed the Opinion Section has spread out to include four
C nf wit and wisdom. This is history, folks! Not only do we hove more articles

female cope with seemingly

think the Bruin Brawl should be
When I am off cam

Editor's Notes

Though I would not

Christian community. What do
the men here have to say about

gender equity?
One George Fox male
said loudly after his U.S. histo
ry class, "Giving women the
right to vote was the worst mis
take we made in history!"

His rationale was that

all was well.
1 do not recommend

preparing a harsh speech for the
people you may disagree with,
but an intelligent discussion
definitely .served its purpose.

Perhaps all we really need is to
fi n d a b a l a n c e b e t w e e n t h e

ideas of creating unisex bath
rooms and women being

the women's suffrage move

degraded to "sandwich-maker"

ment created a black market on

positions.
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The absurdity of the open primary Chapel responsibilty

by both the chapel leadership as

ical shift of power that is not accompanied by a
good deal of boisterous noise. Without such noise,

Aaron Dahl

Nathan VanYpren
Guest Writer

as in this case, I am inclined to believe something

Guest Writer

John McCain: war hero, political maver
ick, finance reformer and political spoiler.
From New Hampshire to Michigan, John

ing party can influence the selection of their com

McCain has claimed that he is the candidate cho

damage confidence in their opponents' selection,
and possibly even select a man they believe they
have a better chance of beating in the general elec

sen to lead the Republican Party back into the
White House and the home of the average
American. His ability to draw a bi-party interest is
touted loudly as the saving grace to conservative

petitor's candidate.
The Democrats have found a tidy way to

tion.

The McCain campaign has posted sub

campaigning, and throughout the process, the

stantial wins in Arizona, Michigan and New

Democratic party sits back smiling.
There is one overriding flaw to the theory
of inclusion and unity brought out by the McCain

state, this is not at all surprising, but Michigan is a

campaign. John McCain is not winning the vote of

Hampshirr. Because Arizona is McCain's home
prime example of the open primary problem.
While McCain won the state competition,

his own parly members. His wins have been com

61% of registered Republicans voted in favor of

ing from the votes of those not in the GOP.
McCain has tried to slough olf this fact by stating
this proves he has the draw to win the general elec

George W. Bush. That means that the Democrats
who came out to vote in the GOP primary had to
vote in large blocks for McCain so that the out
come occurred as it did. McCain's supporters have

tion.

The question remains; does he? Instead
indicating people are now supporting McCain in
droves, it implies the hi-jacking of the primary
process by outside interests.
The Democratic primary has become any
thing but explosive since the interest in McCain
has begun to blossom. Democrats have stopped
most public criticism of Gore, and the debates
between Bradley and the Vice-President have
become mellow enough for rumors to begin circu
lating that Bradley is planning to drop out of the
race and endorse Gore.

In the midst of this, McCain would have

us believe that those Democrats who are voting in
the open primaries are doing so because they have
lost faith in their party, and have found that faith in

argued that open primaries are not that big of a
problem because McCain has also won influential
states such as New Hampshire.
While this may have been a convincing
argument in the past, it loses credibility when we
remember the inclusiveness of the last GOP winner

of the New Hampshire primary in 1996, Pat
Buchanan. The New Hampshire primary is begin
ning to serve as a less conclusive indicator of a
candidate's nationwide appeal.
The open primary is a modem day fiasco
for politics. What was intended for a way to spark
non-registered voters into political involvement
has backfired in such a way that the Democratic
party has a chance this year to choose the man
whom they will run against — all under the guise

him.

of inclusion.

This type of mass exodus to McCain's
ranks would be a remarkable cultural phenomenon
due to the simple fact that there has never been any

willing to forego the most inclusive of voting
structures if the outcome will only lead to the other

It seems apparent to me that we must be

uproar of dissent or disapproval from within the
Democratic ranks. Instead, the people have simply
come out to vote for the man challenging the nom
ination of the Republicans' potential golden boy,

political party having the ability to set up a fall guy

George W. Bush.
1, for one, am quite skeptical of any polit

goes to show the absurdity of the current open pri

In Response to:
Jesus' Pary Platform
by Ryan Blanchard
February 11, 2000
Wow—Ryan, what a great topic
you chose to write about. However, it
seems to me that, in light of the election,
you forgot to do your research to come to
a "factual" conclusion about which party
Jesus would identify most with.
Jesus would advocate for the life

of the unborn. Scripture reveals in Psalm
139 that God has a purpose for even the
unborn. Yes, the Republican Party does
maintain the pro-life platform.
Jesus would not be against the
death penally. However, He would be

against an unju.st penalty which seems to
be the case of the stories you have made
reference to (Mary Magdalene). Most
Republicans are for the death penalty,
while most Democrats are against it. Jesus
said He has come not to change the law
but shed new light onto it. and that means
to do away with death unjustly but still
have death justly (Matthew 4:17).
The Bible also says that the price

of sin is death; the price of capitol murder
is capital punishment (Genesis 3). This Is
not enacted for revenge but for society's

for the November General Election.

The very fact that this nation has come
this close to seeing such an event happen simply

The Evangelical com

cent in the pursuit of becoming

the body of Christ.
Sensationalism and the desire for
emotional stimulus have seized

the jugular of our generation, and

duction and consumer spirituali
ty-

true community nor will there
ever be a finished product until
Paradise. Yet when speakers

will not likely let go
As we strap triv

Must we

ializing slogans to our
wrists and read fantastic

continue

eschatological "litera
ture," we ignore the

to view

uncomfortable questions

and struggles of faith. In
our efforts to Christianize

the secular, we lose sight
of the living God.
Arms sway like

There is no recipe for

such as Bill Jolliff,
Brenda Salter-McNeil
and David Brandt min
ister through dynamic

messages that chal
lenge and engage, do
we respond? Do we

ourselves

act? Do we think?

as the

center of

worship?

Chapel is a
time that is commonly

disregarded (by a sig
nificant portion of the
community) as just

palm branches and
smooth, happy prayers disguise
the trouble, pain, uncertainty, and
even the joy of real life. The

another undergraduate require
ment. We approach chapel with

Christian subculture is laminated

out-of-this mentality.

an egocentric, what-will-I-getWe sleep, bring home

and guarded by lazy, glassy-eyed
optimists. This mainstream
Christianity is in desperate need

work and talk through the songs,

prayer and message. It is easy

of substance.

and comfortable to slouch in our

Many of our chapel
speakers deliver pep-talks of life

padded chairs, put our feet up
and place the blame of hollow
worship upon the speaker, or the
song selection, or the drums that

stories that inspire and encourage
our emotions and send each stu
dent to their eleven o'clock class

are too loud. This attitude is

assured that yes, Jesus still loves

shadowed with the irreverence

them.

and apathy by which we
While

this

message

approach worship. And God is

remains fundamentally true, we
become stagnant in the refusal to

not fooled.

learn, question and challenge the

view ourselves as the center of

faith we so boldly proclaim. This

worship, bound only to where

refusal to delve into our faith is a

our emotions may take us? Can

mutual acceptance of mediocrity

we afford to be so flippant?

Must

we

continue

to

penalty and the appropriate Christian posi
tion are not black and white. You have

a b s e n t f r o m o u r h e a r t s . We a r e c a l l e d t o

creation of early
intervention pro
grams (programs to identify academic per

brought some verses to the table, which is
commendable; nonetheless, there is bibli
cal evidence to the antithesis, too. After

love our enemies but still to hold them

formance), expanded middle school pro

accountable for their wrongs (Romans 12:

all, if the facts were as clear as we wish, all

grams, and increased the rate of readina

performance enormously. He also

who honestly seek truth would find God.

17-19).

f o r t h o s e w h o i n fl i c t

EDITORIALS

such evil should be

Concerning welfare, certainly
Jesus wants us to help the poor as He
taught us in Matthew 25, but that does not
mean to let the poor take advjmtage of oth
ers. In light of the election, it is obvious
that, like many Republicans, George W.
Bush is not against welfare, but rather for
welfare reform.

For example, using state and fed

eral money, Bush established group homes

increased the teacher's minimum salary

per year by $8,232. Now, I ask you again,
does this really sound like Republiciins are
against public education?

Despite what the "liberal" media
may want people to believe, education is

important to Republicans. For those of us
in college, we must use our eduction when
making decisions, and that means
researching people and issues and critical

ly using our minds before jumping to con

(Second Chance Homes), and increased
the childcare funding by 357.1 millions

clusions.

dollars, which makes life more bearable

Suzie Herman

for the poor. However, like many, he
wishes to eliminate the abuses and cease

indulging those who are simply unmoti
vated. Dependency on programs and peo
ples are not healthy for anyone. Welfare

reform is often referred to as "tough love"
with an emphasis on love — a love that

Jesus has extended to us. Now why would
Jesus be against the Republicans on that
issue?

Finally, I was most disturbed by
Republicans are against public school
funding. Referring again to the ultra-con

March II. 2000

ground and has become compla

emies, and for the

must be done in Heaven and on earth

the best interest of the whole of His peo-

commonality of Christian back

but at the same time, the commu

nity must be community.
Worship has been reduced to pro

ing for reading acad

pie, though this does
not mean mourning

the assumption that you made that

not oppose a punishment that would be for

munity has settled for the simple

mary system.

protection. God is a just God and His will
(Matthew 6:10). Therefore, Jesus would

lence from those in leadership,

else is afoot — the open primary in many states is
proving to serve as a backdoor whereby an oppos

well as the student body. The
community must demand excel

servative Bush (as your aiticle centered
around the election.s), he won more fund

George Fox student

Assistant Editor Response:
Suzie, I agree completely that we

We know that, unfortunately, this is not the
c a s e .

Also, on whether Jesus would

have been a Republican or Democrat (I
think He would have been neither), we

need to be careful on both sides to keep

from trying to decide our platform is the
ruost Christian." There are many
Christian Republicans and Democrats and

there are many non-Christian Republicans

and Democrats. Further, neither party has
a monopoly on Christian stances.

Arguments on almost all the above could

be backed with legitimate biblical cases.
Finally, we must not jump from

our "facts" to overgeneralizations. What
you said about Bush Jr. is true, but it has

also been the source of much media atten
tion because it is out of the norm and

should always analyze issues as critically Republicans hope this wil grab moderate

and as objectively as possible. For some Democrats. There are plenty of "facts" to
reason, this simple guideline has never s ow that Republicans are against educa

found us way into conventional wisdom

However, I also would caution

agains an overzealous view of rationality

tion spending too.

None of the above issues are per-

^ct y clear, though some may be pretty

strong. 1 appreciate your use of facts in

your argument; I admire the research tluit
» » " 111 . c „ ,

goes into that. But let us not forget that
w at is factual may often be very incom
plete.

^
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Writings from the other side; the gothic "freak"
Bett Heckinger

application. The clerk in The

Opinion Editor

me to wait a moment, and after

Once again, I couldn't

resist the temptation to slip into

disguise and write to you from
the other side.

This lime. I went as a

Limited wasn't amused. She told

was up to his detective work
again! As Ron and I evaluated
the wine selection, he became

helping another customer, finally
left the check stand completely.

very upset and began writing
something in a little journal.
(That's okay; 1 didn't want to Hmm, perhaps he's keeping
work with her anyway!)
record of my exploits.
A t T h e G A P, I
W e f o u n d Not to worry; we did
was the center of atten
n ' t fi n d a n y g o o d

gothic/punk/slut. Actually, I'd tion. Unfortunately for i t u s e l e s s
rather not be put in a box.
Unfortunately, the sub

jects of my experiment didn't
understand this.

After layering lingerie,

fishnets, a dog collar and the
highest boots I could find, I made
the finishing touches to my costume-party-makeup-job. The
boots were 2 sizes too small, but
I sacrificed my body for the cause
of a good story.
Washington Square was

me, this involved girls
pointing, staring and say
ing, "Ohmigosh, that's so

ugly! She looks like she's
ready for Halloween!

to act
within the

She's so creepy! Try a lit
tle eyeliner..." I left soon

so I wouldn't cramp their
style.
The people in

guide
lines of
social
n o r m s .

Nordstrom were, by far,
my best crowd. 1 inspired a fami

ly discussion in the athletic wear

jam packed with people as we
came in through JC Penney. Ron

out to his children and laughed at

Davis kept an eye on the reac

how ridiculous I looked.

tions, and it didn't take long
before he had a few pages of rude
comments, laughs, and disgusted
glances to report.
I n t h e fi r s t s t o r e I

entered. Trade Secrets, I

section. One father pointed me

wines and left the

store empty handed.
Continuing
through the mall as a
couple, we visited
jewelry stores, the
Bombay Company,
and finally Meier and
Frank, where we had

our fun with the hap
less shoppers and

look like every other GAP ad

turned around to go out the other

preppy little snob in the
place...so sue me! It's dissapointing that this same father
may be taking his chil

way, and she again used
Dave as a shield to
avoid us. It's loo bad

people are so afraid of
college student
reporters these days!
After looking

until the sales clerk, who

had been busily arranging

it all, I decided to return

a shelf not four feet from

to the Made in Oregon

me,finany came up to the
counter. She apologized.
I graciously accepted,

store to look at wine.

ding section. At this
point, we found it use
less to act within the guidelines
of social norms and began deviat

This time however, Ron

ing.

and 1 went in as a cou

This first took place as
we began testing the display

my way. But I didn't leave with

interesting to see people's reac
tions when I asked for a job

Quotable©

Saturday afternoon!)
My best buddy, the old
dude from my last experiment.

afpout gender rohe

Wes Smith
Guest Writer

You eee a lot of smart ^uys with
dumb women, but you hardly ever
see a smart woman with a dumb
5 u y.

This guy says. "I'm perfect for
you, cause I'm a cross between a
macho and a sensitive man. I

said. "Oh. a gay trucker?"
— Judy Tenuta

When women are depressed, th^
either eat or go shopping. Men
invade another country.
— Elayne Boosler

In politics, if you want anyt:hlng

said, ask a man; If you want any

and then.

Katharine Hepburn

"I

bet

she

lives

on

Hawthorne or Morisson!" one

suggested.
Little did they know, I
am a "normal" college student
who already has a
higher paying Job
than they do and
plans to travel the
world

when

she

o r

graduates!
O b v i o u s l y,
who 1 truly am was

Morrison!"

unimportant to

at random housewares,
we moved to the bed

clerk.

beds. I was unsure whether the

disgruntled employees were
more upset with our childishness
or Ron's numerous sexual jokes
and comments.

them.

Having com
pleted our mission, we fell out of
character walking back through
the mall to the car. By now, the
black boots 1 was wearing had
completely crippled me. Ron was
gracious enough to give me a
piggy-back-ride through JC
Penney, and thus we finished off
the experiment with even more
fun than it began.

Hey look, Bett is a Goth Freak!!
Whole families turned

to stare. A young couple laughed
loudly as we passed by. To top it
off, one older couple said.
"That's so sick!"

Yes, 1 suppose it is sick
that 1 would squash my feet into
tiny little boots, paint my face
with morbid creativity, and
parade around the mall in old lin
gerie.
But, you have to admit,
the nonverbal communication

that takes place is very interest
ing. Though we boast of our
acceptance of others, we are still
stuck in a rut of consdescending
judgementalism. Oh well. Until
next time, 1 remain your's truly.

into play. If the motive of this

rests. Once we conclude which

lives, and the researcher was

approach could be fulfilled in a
way where lying and deception

value is of more importance (the

taken to court because of this.

good of society vs. honesty), the

How then could this valuable

were not needed, wouldn't this

issue is absolved.

research be justified as ethical,

undercover writing. However,

mate unwedded mother could

out a dialogue? Maybe more light

this approach to research forces
us to question its ethical nature.

have played the role, receiving
the data by noble means. This is
one example of an ethical alterna
tive to the previous researching

could be shed on the issue. It is

known that social psychologists

case as well, couldn't there be a

violation of the subjects if a

ly easy to justify a lie if lives

practice deception all the time.
They have adopted a code of
ethics that state deception is fine
as long as there is a "debriefing"

debriefing in order to slay ethical

is to praise the creativity of such

We would be hard pressed to

prove it other than by deception.

In the last experiment, Bett didn't
dress in maternity clothes to pro
mote a new style or to start up a
new fad for the "easily lead to

adopt stuffed bellies" folk. 1
think it will be safe, then, to label
it deception.
An ethical dilemma is

known to arise when two values

Convincing arguments
exist from both sides, so how are

take?

For example, a legiti

method chosen. It would be fair

we to further the discussion with

afterwards that shows how and

why the subjects were deceived

in our research when harm is both

a n d h o w a n d i f t h e i r b e h a v i o r fi t

However, if one were to

the hypothesis. If we adopt this,

unnecessary and avoidable? Or
better said, is it possible to pursue
research without a debriefing and

suggest the greater good of socie

ty is of higher, value than a dis
play of deception, then mahy

could there not be danger inher
ent in the debriefing? For exam

this case, the value of research

to Utilitarian Ethics and Ethical

almost lost his doctorate when

was pitted against the noble acts
of honesty and trustworthiness.
This approach could very well be

his research findings required a

Why? It's funny, very classic,

Theory, where, in this case, the
deception of a few proved benefi
cial for society as a whole.
it would be argued that
we now know how certain people
would react to a visibly apparent

consider arguments that come

pregnant unwed teenager (knowl
edge that benefits society).
Maybe this is where the premise

ingly heterosexual well-to-do
businessmen. His findings had
the power to destroy the subject's

Personally, I hope so.

effective, and creative. Before we
claim a position though, we must

In a case such as this, do

we become obligated to stage a

were at stake, but could we so

ple, a social researcher at
Washington State University

justified.

debriefing took place?

easily justify a lie when research
findings are at stake?

would claim it ethical according

Sometimes mm and
door and Just visit now

came home looking like that, I'd

according to the code of ethics
adopted by the social psycholo
gists, when a debriefing is
required and yet clearly not
appropriate? And in our initial

Yes, our initial reaction

are pitted against each other. In

Perhaps they shouU live next

"She should be strip
searched! If my daughter ever

Hawthorne

have been the better avenue to

thing done, ask a woman.
— Margaret Thatcher

women really suit each other.

and James Eubank did.

The ethics of writing from the other side

For a worU concernci^

— Erica Jong

saying, our trusty observers Dave

lives on

accept the art of one
young individual.
In the spirit of

out a trail of disgusted stares.
I decided it might be

ing at prices and "testing" differ
ent models and finally left the
store. On our way out, we passed
several store clerks chatting
around the cash register. Though
we didn't catch what they were

"I bet she

register to pay. I stood

ple. What a reaction we got now!
(You really have to try this when
there's nothing else to do on a

We walked around look

drugs and piercings!" said one

dren to see arts and

paid for my things, and was on

ing in character, 1 smiled and said
"No, thank you."

strip search her every night for

quickly found the hair
product I was looking for
and went up to the cash
there for over a minute

greeted warmly and asked if we
needed any help. Tired of remain

While looking at silver
ware, we noticed one woman try
ing very desperately to avoid us.
As we walked around the display,
she rushed behind Dave Tussing,
w h o w a s n o w o u r o b s e r v e r. W e

tions, but is unable to

Frank, proved our hypothosese
exactly. Upon entry, we were

store clerks.

Ok. I admit it, 1 do not

entertainment produc

Our last stop, the furni
ture department of Meier and

still remain ethical? Was the

unwedded mother obligated to

seemingly heterosexual well-to-

stage a debriefing? Is it possible
to avoid a debriefing when it
could cause harm to the subjects?
What approach would be best
then, to stage a debriefing, avoid
a debriefing, or not do the

do businessmen who had homo

research at all?

debriefing of his subjects.
He held a study on

sexual relations with other seem

There is a need for dia

logue here since there are loop
holes that discourage further dis
cussion. 1 am done.
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A & E
Movie review

"American Beauty": a study in relationships
Elizabeth Davis
Staff Writer

r e a l t o r, C a r o l y n ( A n n e t t e
Bening). He is going through a

he grew up in a home with a strict

"could-be" mid-life crisis, but

army. Jane, on the other hand, is
the only child of Lester and
Carolyn. She is not used to the
increasing differences between
her parents, thus, she learns to
fend for herself by falling for
Ricky and building her friendship

"American Beauty" is a
movie most definitely worthy of
an Oscar! So many elements are

then, later on in the film, it turns

part of this intriguing film — it
can be described so many ways.
It has many different types of

Jane (Thora Birch) is the

symbolism and themes woven
into the plot itself. For instance,
the color red is shown in most of

the film. Be it clothing, roses,
blood, or something else, the
color red is truly prevalent in this
amazing movie.
Romance, violence, cel

ebration of life, youth, and strong
emotions are displayed by the
color red. Also, there's the color

white. White seems to represent
themes such as fantasy, confu
sion. and brightness. Roses are
also shown as a symbol. It can be
assumed they represent ■» the
vibrancy of youth, carnal lust, or
the awe of finding the beauty of
things in nature and in life.
The basic plot of the

out to be a different experience
that he goes through.
daughter of Lester and Carolyn.
She's very quiet and withdrawn
at the beginning, but the "full
ness" of her dynamic acting
develops when Wes Bentley, bet
ter known as Ricky in the film,

father who runs the house like the

with Angela.

Another aspect of how
the plot deepens is when Carolyn
becomes frustrated with Lester's

appears to have a strange, love-

increasingly carefree attitude

sticken interest in Jane.

towards life. Her reaction to

Angela (Mena Suvari) is
portrayed as Lester's carnal inter
est in "American Beauty." One

Lester is to get involved in an

issue that is addressed in this

Lester, in the opposite sense,

by the crew

needed for Angela: a father-type

the general public to see this film.

straws since she wants to climb

esting because it can be viewed in
two ways: as disgusting (because
of Lester's physical lust for a
young girl), or exploratory (in the
fact that Angela is seeking to be
treated as an adult even though
she is young).

successful as a realtor. Buddy

However, the attraction

powerful film and the way in

figure instead of a lover-type fig

ure. Jane finds beauty in loving

Ricky and discovering what life
really is about in the process.
The various elements

and diverse issues within the film
itself are superbly addressed by
the director, Sam Mendes. The

"American Beauty" is

rated R due to nudity, vulgarity,
sexual innuedos, drug dealing,

and youth-adult situations.

cess is to Carolyn, but looks can
be deceiving.
The themes of beauty
and the preciousness of life are
both woven into this subtle, yet
which it progresses. For

totally different story. Ricky is a
guy who dabbles in dealing drugs
and has a "tough guy" shell since

instance, Ricky finds beauty in
the simple things around him,
and he records what he sees as

★

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Wcreks

★★★★★★★★★★

of
dven

tu

re

Discovery

»

However, be warned that emo
tional and graphically displayed
issues are addressed in this film.

seems to be the ideal of what suc

ters: Lester. Carolyn, Jane,

•

1 give a positive vote for

up the work ladder and become

between Ricky and Jane is a

A

"American Beauty.

Gallagher). Carolyn, as a wife
and as a person, is grasping at

movie is the relationship between
Lester and Angela. This is inter

•

that worked on

finds beauty in redeeming him
self at the end by being what is

affair with Buddy Kane (Peter

film consists of five main charac

A n g e l a , a n d R i c k y. L e s t e r
(Kevin Spacey) is married to a

descriptions, and
are
excellently done
scenery all
i m a g e r y,

beauty on his film camera.

Ao unbelievable

chaflen9e.
Tarrya Aead
anctgeMODf CCSBBO
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Big Band tunes performed with flair at
successful Jazz Ensemble concert
Sarah Sparks

lowed by "Voices that Care" by

A & E Editor

David Foster and Peter Setera.
Sammy Cahn's "Three Coins in
the Fountain" was the next selec
tion, after which came "You're

The George Fox

University Jazz Emsembie

Concert was held at 7:30 p.m on
Thursday, March 2 in Bauman
Auditorium.

The ensemble is direct

ed by Frank Messina, and the
concert featured DaySpring.
which is directed by Derric
Johnson.

Most of the songs were

of the Big Band or popular

Vou" by Russ Morgan. The last

three songs before DaySpring
performed were "Satin Doll" by

Johnson.

This year's members of
the Jazz Band are Shawn Beebe,
Julie Smith, Adrian McPherson,

Duke Ellington, "in the Mood"

Matthew Brown. Jana Kingery,
Joshua Dillow, Ronald Gulley,

by Joe Garland, and "The Waltz I

Nathan Shielee, Sarah Harbaugh,

Blew For You" by Rob
McConnell.

DaySpring performed

"Kansas City" by Jerry Lieber
with the help of the Jazz Band.

continued with Antonio Carlos
Jobim's "One Note Samba."

"Tribute to Duke" by the Jazz
Band, consisting of a medley of
"It Don't Mean a Thing," "I'm
Beginning to See the Light,"

Ellington came next and was fol

More," and "In My Solitude," all
by Duke Ellington and arranged
into medley form by Derric

Nobody 'till Somebody Loves

nature. The program began with
"Turkish Bath" by Don Ellis and

"Sophisticated Lady" by Duke

"Don't Get Around Much Any

The concert finished with a

Howard Macy, Megan McCoy.
Ryan Evans. Brennan Koch, Seth
Tippin, Jeff Potter, Hiroaki
Kurokawa, Shelley Sanderlin,
and Ben Macy.
DaySpring is Bethany
Wheatcraft, Nolan Long, Sharon
McKee, Wendy Clark, Leah
Weare, Matt McGee, Trevor
I'hoU) by Joniillum Murcll

Hurley, and Thomas Paine.

Members of the Jazz Ensemble show their Big Band spirit.

Left: Students Darin

Bergen, Margo Findlcy,
and Tyson Gilmour per
form during Theater
Games, which was held

March 3. They were
members of the winning
team.

Right: The Portland
Yo u t h P h i l h a r m o n i c w a s
in concert at Bauman
Auditorium on

Wednesday, March 1 at
7:30 p.m. The orchestra
is under the direction of
Conductor Huw Edwards.
Photo by Megan Collins-Ricliarcls

Photo by Carlcy Eyclsion

University Players bring scenarios to life
Press Release

voking vignettes the Players
present throughout the year in

George
Fox
University's touring drama
troupe, the University Players,

churches, schools and other loca

performed on the Newberg cam
pus Friday. Feb. 25.

United States. The vignettes are
either adapted from scripts or

The eight-member

group performed its full 90minute program at 7:30 in Wood-

Phtiio by Carlcy Egclston

Unvierstiy Pa
l yers Josh Houser and James Kramer show theri
acting abilties at their performance Fehrnary 25.

Mar Auditorium. The presenta
tion, under the direction of Mel
Schroeder. associate professor of
drama at George Fox, was free to
the public.
The performance
included most of the thought-pro

tions ihroughoiit the Pacific
Northwest

and

the

original material created by the
troupe and present the joys and
challenges of the Christian walk.
Simple props and costumes are
used to enhance the presentation.
Members of the group
are Andrew Fodgc, a senior
health and human performance
major from Canby, Ore.; Tonya
Lynne Wildhabcr, a senior com
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major from Raymond, Wash.;
Erin Stclzenmueller, a junior psy
chology major from Gresham,
Ore.; Angela Cornelius, a junior
social work major from Salem.
Ore.; Josh Houser, a junior dou
ble major in business administra
tion and Spanish from
Springfield. Ore; James Kramer,
a senior double major in history
and Christian ministries from

Willamina, Ore.; Jacob Kuntz, a

sophomore history major from
Big Fork, Mont.; and Melissa
Mock, a junior biology major
from Newberg, Ore.
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ASC Central Committee Elections 2000
Student Voting Guide
Candidates for President and Vice President

Brian Duriek & Courtney Johnson

Sharon McKee & Austin Ashenbrenner

Communication. Community. Commitment.

Continuing The Vision.

We are both excited about the opportunities that await George Fox in 2000-01. This

We are excited to be running for ASC President and Vice-President. George Fox
University's student body community is very important to us. This year we have been
impressed by the dedication and hard work of the Central Committee members. Our

school has something unique, something special, but it also has untapped potential.
We want to share with you our vision for the next school year.

goal is to follow through with the projects that this year's ASC Central Committee
Communication is key. You may hear it all the time, but keeping students informed
is our primary purpose. Through newsletters, brochures, and face-to-face interaction,
we plan on keeping Fox students in the know.

has begun.

Community. We pride ourselves on being a community but within this community,
we see a rift between the leadership provided in Residence Life and ASC. By work

lightly. In order to gain the best perspective of what the students want, we plan to
facilitate a new type of "Open Door" policy. Our office doors will be open to stu

ing together, ASC and RA's can compliment each other.

dent concerns, but we also want to encourage an open dialogue by providing struc

Our vision for this campus includes everyone — administration and students. We will
represent the student body by being your voice. We will not take this responsibility

tured time to hear students' opinions on specified issues. If elected, we will dedicate
Commitment. Though we will do all we can, change is a slow process. Our vision

ourselves to continuing God's vision for this campus.

is focused on long-term benefits as well as the present. Plus, Courtney will still be
here the following year to experience the effects of our work, and to continue work
ing on projects left unfinished.

Specific plans
The two areas that Austin and I plan to focu.s on are the Foxhole and the SUB base

Specific Plans

ment. Both of these projects will require a great deal of attention in the immediate

Brochures: Do you know all the areas of ASC? To better inform students, we plan
on creating and distributing brochures describing each main department of ASC.
These brochures would be made available during "Get Involved Day" and would be

future.

displayed in the soon-to-be-renovated SUB basement.
Out cS: Ahoiif. Face-to-face and door-to-door: we come to you. We would like to
revitalize the "Out & About" program by having ASC members visit students in their
own residence halls, apartments, and houses. This is a more personal approach to
gaining feedback about our projects and performance.
Theme Weeks: Two years ago, it seemed almost every week had a theme (like the
recent "Eating Disorder Awareness" Week). By partnering with the Health and
Counseling Center and RA's, we hope to provide activities and events that are both
fun and purposeful.
Town Hall: What better way to connect our community then to have students meet

with administration and discuss campus issues? In the last three years, George Fox
has received a new President and will soon be adding a new Vice-President of
Student Life. Town Hall will provide a forum for administrators and students to

For the Foxhole, our hope is to insure a smooth transition from the Foxhole's cuiTent

location to the Kelsey House. Austin and I believe that the Foxhole is a great asset
to the GFU campus, and we are dedicated to continuing its excellence.

The SUB basement is also in the process of some great intprovements. This year's
Central Committee has begun the process of converting the SUB basement into a

with pool tables, TV, video games and more. We are excited about these new devel-

rzizi:ioT "
mrnee"
mi
tee to the E.Lto
.I.T.E.fteTu
leadership conf
T eE
rence,
on
fromthe
Day Spri
activities
n<» to the S UcomB base
ment committee, we have demonstrated r.i.r u- T- . i>.U.B. base

directly dialogue and exchange views.

makes us "Quality Checked." We are highlv mot m

This school is something we are both enthusiastic and passionate about. We look for

community with God's direction, as ^ .be George Fox

ward to continuing our involvement in the community as members of ASC Central

opportunity to serve our campus. We wil strWrtn t " <=."'busiastic about the

Committee.

ill
'N

^

Courtney John.son
Hometown: Gresham,

Brian Diirick

O R

Roseburg, OR

Major: Interdisciplinary

Major (Social Work,
Political Science,
Psychology)
Grad Date: 2002

Hometown:

Major:
Communication Arts
Grad Date: 2001

Austin AshelibFSHHSF
Hometown:

Roseburg, OR

Sharon McKee
Hometown:

Major:

Beaverton, OR

Sociology
Grad Date: 2001

Business

Major:

Grad Date: 2001
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ASC

Activities Director

Treasurer

Janelle Walker

Leslie Sesser

been
bles^eVw^h ' iT Div^ctov. 1 have
ipampH crk m.i^K f !-• work OH the activities committee and 1 have
7n's dance th I ' have been in charge of activities such as the
charoofVthese
tK acti
recently,
thehel
lip
contest.
addition
inn charge
vities, I have
pedsync
plan, set-up
andIn
work
all the actitovitiebeing
s and
concerts we have put on this year.

, \ involved
withentails.
activities
year, 1 feel
I have
good
idea
^ f Activities
Director
1 this
understand
it will
be aalot
of work

After having spent one year on the ASC Central Committee, sever

al people have asked me, "Why would you be crazy enough to do that all
over again?" My answer is quite simple: after a year of being so heavily
involved in ASC, I have found several areas in the way ASC does business

that are in need of change. After dedicating so much of my time to ASC, I
cannot simply sit by and watch things be overlooked. 1 want to be a part of

an ^ wiling to put in the effort to make next year's activities even better. I have

the change!

enjoy.

make ASC a better steward of the students' money. ASC needs consistent,

a lot o ideas I would like to implement in order to put on activities the students wil
My goal for next year is to increase student interaction and feedback on activ

I believe that ASC should be run like any other small, non-profit
business. That is why as Treasurer I will set up a system of accounting to

know how they feel about activities. I would like to send out a survey at the end of
this year to all students and ask them to rate the activities we put on as well as have
them suggest some new activities they would like to see next year. This would help

standardized financial procedures for all of the departments, clubs, organi
zations, publications, and businesses such as the Foxhole that operate under
it. These areas need to be held financially accountable to the ASC and
should be required to receive authorization for all major expenditures prior

next year s committee know what activities to keep and give us some ideas for more

to purchase.

activities.

tion to a suggestion box, I believe an activities folder on foxmail where students can
voice their opinions about activities and where the activities committee could post all

So, what makes me qualified for this job? Aside from the fact that
I am a junior accounting major and leadership studies minor, I have had a
diverse experience in working for ASC during the past three years. I have
been the Sports Editor of The Crescent, have organized the Spring Formal

upcoming events would be a great way to get student feedback.lt is important to me to
know how the students feel about what the activities committee and ASC are trying to
do for them. I believe it is an area that needs to be worked on and I am committed to

current position of Communications Director. I am committed to ASC and

increase student interaction.

to serving the student body through ASC.

ities. Since these activities are being put on for the student body, it is necessary to

1 would also like to set up a suggestion box outside the activities office.
Students could give us feedback about activities and ideas for the next year. In addi

Communications Director
Vlarisa Merritt

^thi.^ nosition my goal is not to sway you with prop-

a
gandao^ikS
i eis;'rah
tero
t assureyou^.hesu
tdentcomuu
tnyti.h
tatIacu
tayl
do have a pretty good clue as to Sesser has done a PHENOMENAL job
Firsintofathis
l.ituuposition.
stbes^thatLcotning
eshe^^^year
^^^^^as
^ one in which we move
this year
Communci ato
i ns ^epart-nt^ tomS

forward J^'aring me for the rigors of Communications Director:
•L'Ami Copy Editor

• Bruin Directory Assistant Editor
•Crescent writer conference planning committee

•2 years on the ELITE leaders p

Through these experiences, ,,nhiirations I will be responsible to over-

ings of student government and relationships with many of the others
see. They've given me the oppo J , pe working alongside to serve you.
- students and administration - with whom

•^rnrldforaSeH-

C:
,d:rvar;:trof see happen, the changes that take
Although I have ideas for what i community. Communmation is a

place Wii^uitimateiy the st^^ ^ ^r,r ways

two-way street and to P p take action on them.

for you to express your concernsa^^^^^^
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as an ASC Activities Coordinator, and have overseen all seven departments
of ASC Communications and served on the ASC Central Committee in my

Supreme Court Chief Justice
Heidi Hardenburger

For the past two years 1 have had the opportunity to serve on the Supreme
Court. This experience has allowed me to learn how to make policy proposals, amend
the ASC Constitution, work on the Elections Committee, and be actively involved in

planning the Homecoming Chapel and Half-time show. As Chief Justice, I will be
responsible for chairing all these activities.

This year's Supreme Court has worked on two policy proposals. The first
proposal suggests the R-Rated Movie Policy be amended to use the Catholic Rating
System, a system which rates movies based on moral offensiveness, instead of simply
banning all movies with an R rating. The second proposal is one which 1 have worked
on with two other members of the Court. We are proposing that George Fox adopt a
Student Judicial Review Board, where students can have the opportunity to have

alleged violations heard before a panel of three students and three employees, instead
of being required to go before Student Life. These proposals may not be considered
until the new Vice President of Student Life takes office. If this is the case, I promise
to resubmit the proposals next year.

My goal for next year is to improve communication between students and
ASC. Representatives of ASC go on "Out and About" once a month, listening to stu
dents' suggestions. To keep lines of communication open, I would like the represen
tatives to bring Student Suggestion Forms on which they can collect the student's name
and extension. They will then be responsible for updating the student on information
pertaining to their suggestion.
1 also plan to research floor hour policies of other Christian colleges similar
to the size of George Fox. This information will provide a basis for a proposal to

change the current floor hours. I would especially like to see Sunday's floor hours in
the dorms begin earlier, similar to the time they start on Saturdays.

March 11, 2000
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Secretary
Faith Curammeng

Remember to
Vote:
This coming

In a world where chaos and confusion runs rampant, it is imperative
that someone combat the mayhem before the world runs away with itself. If
I am elected ASC secretary, I won't combat the craziness of this world, but I

Monday through
Wednesday:

will keep organized the documents of Central Committee and will communi
cate with the central committee and with the student body. With all that stat

ed, my platform on which 1 stand is as follows: Recording responsibly for

3/13-3/15

Central Committee.

During the three years here at George Fox University, I have seen

myself grow both as a person and as a leader. As a sophomore, I was able to
serve as one of the class representatives. Currently, I am a part of the ELITE

conference planning committee. Through the latter experiences as well as my
news writing experiences, I have been able to expand my writing skills as well
as my typing skills. Spending time in the ASC offices, I have also been able
to catch a glimpse of the tears of anguish, moments of frustrations, as well as
the fits laughter that are part of the ASC offices.
I believe that since my arrival at GPU, 1 have also been able to expand

my creative and organizational horizons. I also see myself as determined:
when I start something, I do my best to complete the task.
If I was elected ASC secretary, 1 would do my best to keep the stu

11:30 AM - 1:30 PM
Lunch Hours

5:00 PM - 7:00 PM

dents informed of the activities of Central Committee. I think it would be cool

Dinner Hours

to create an ASC Central Committee webpage on the Internet. Not only would
students on campus and on consortium be able to be informed of ASC news,
the world would be able to take a glimpse at our student leadership.

Next Year's Opportunities
Crescent

Christian Ministries

Managing Editor

Community Services

Assistant Editor

Service Trips

Layout Editor
Sports Editor
Copy Editor
Opinion Editor
Business Manager

Urban Services

K F O X

Arts and Entertainment Editor

Chapel Band Coordinator

Station Manager

Campus Album

Woman's Ministry Coordinator

Program Director

Album Producer

Retreat Coordinator

Ballroom Club:

Student Clubs &

Adrian McPherson

Organizations:
Club

President

Art Club:

Communications
Micah Moss

Business Club:

Jason Kellegan

Darkroom

One Manager
Two Staff Photographers

D r i l l Te a m :
Amber Hamilton

International Club:
David Arnold

Elizabeth DuPreist

Philosophy:
Rebekah Van Zvvoll
Psi Chi:

Activities

Cultural Awareness / Missions

News Director

Four General Coordinators

Coordinator

Sports Director

Publicity Coordinator

D. J.'s

Conceit Coordinator

Fox Hole

Formals Coordinator

Fox Hole Manager

Spirit Coordinator

12 Baristas

Class Representatives

ELITE

Wineskin

Nicole Sasaki

Editor

Sigma Zeta:
Kirsten Kessler

Outdoor Sports:
Ryan Backman
Sociology:
Stephen Sanderson
Social Work:
Amber Nice

Men's Ministry Coordinator
Community Coordinator

Music Director

Bonnie Swift

Psychology:

Student Chaplain's Committee

Greenroom Coordinator

Promotions Director

Pep Band:

Yo u t h S e r v i c e s

L'Aml

Tw o F r e s h m e n

Editor

Two Sophomores

Assistant Editor

Tw o J u n i o r s

Vo l u n t e e r S t a ff

Senior Class President

Bruin Directorv

Senior Class V.P.

Editor

Supreme Court Justices

Assistant Editor

Six Justices

Director

Speaker/Workshop
Coordinator

Hospitality Coordinator

Programming Coordinator
Registration Coordinator

2 Publicity Co-Coordinators
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News

Making sure sleep is more than a dream
Judicious choices of food and
drink can help ensure eight
hours of deep, restful sleep
Pat Baird
Newhouse News Service

going to bed. Large amounts of

Judith Wurtman, a nutrition

caffeine (from coffee, tea, soft

researcher at the Massachusetts

drinks, and chocolate) keep many
people awake at night. Choose
decaffeinated beverages and
drink milk, juice, and water with
meals and snacks later in the day.

Institute of Technology, combin

Have you ever consid
ered which foods may hinder you
in getting a good night's sleep?
in her book, "Age-Proof
Your Body" (Quill, $14), nutri

Carbohydrate-rich foods
can enhance sleep. That's
because they trigger the brain to

tionist Elizabeth Somer offers a

feeling of relaxation. Graham
crackers with honey, a slice of
toast with jam or low-fat popcorn
are serotonin-enhancing snacks.

basic checklist to determine sleep
quality. The questions she poses
are: Do you enjoy about eight
hours of uninterrupted sleep each

with starches is even more effec

tive. The proverbial glass of
warm milk contains tryptophan,
and the warm liquid is soothing,
which also may encourage sleep.
The American Sleep
Disorders Association suggests
the careful use of sleeping pills
when other lifestyle changes

release a neurotransmitter known

as serotonin, which produces a

feel refreshed without the aid of

Tryptophan, an amino acid found
in turkey, chicken, and dairy
foods, also promotes the secre

an alarm clock? Does it take you

tion of serotonin. According to

night? Do you awaken easily and

ing tryptophan-containing foods

don't work. Discuss this with

your doctor, and be sure to men
tion any other prescription or
over-the-counter medications you
lake on a regular basis. For more
information, visit the ASDA Web

site at 1 ll.asda.oFg.

at least 10 minutes to settle down

before you fall asleep? Do you
feel awake and alert all day long?
Hectic

American

lifestyles "have reduced the aver
age night's sleep by 20 percent,"
Somer says. "Up to 95 percent of
adults experience some form of
insomnia during their lives."
One culprit is late-night

r:
v

V•

•

eating. Consuming large quanti
ties of food - especially high-fat

One

foods - within three hours of

going to bed often leads to heart
burn and indigestion (indigestion
is the cluster of symptoms that
can include gas, belching, bloat

I

ing, abdominal distention and
accompanying heartburn).
Likewise, carbonated beverages
and such gas-producing foods as
cabbage, beans, and grapes can
cause late-night problems. Chew
these foods thoroughly and/or try
to eat them earlier in the day to
ensure belter sleep.
Although alcohol may
make you feel sleepy (it's a cen
tral nervous system depressant),
it actually will sabotage a good
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night's sleep. The reason is that
alcohol is known to suppress a
phase of sleep known as REM
(rapid eye movement), which is
the phase when most dreaming
occurs. Less REM is associated

with a restless sleep caused by
more night awakenings.
C a ff e i n e i s a n o t h e r s u b

stance that interrupts sleep especially in caffeine-sensitive
people. Beware of over-thecounter medications that contain

THIS

IS

W H AT

caffeine, and read ingredient
labels carefully on any prepara
tion you take within four hours of

Basement
continued from page 1
noon to 2 a.m. The goal is to
provide students with a fun, safe,

centrally located, and free place
to hang out. To facilitate this, the

SUB basement will have many
game tables, including three pool

tables, foosball. Ping-Pong, air
hockey, dartboards and possibly
a big screen television.
Th e th re e w e e ks cl o su re

during which the basement is
remade into a student hangout
will fly by. Soon you can check
out the change for yourself and

spend some time playing pool or
relaxing on the couches.
M a r c h 11 . 2 0 0 0
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Rural legends and exploration in Dayton
Adrienne M. Dorsey
Guest Writer

For cuisine, this upscale
restaurant offers a number of

dishes featuring their specialty,
mushrooms. Make reservations

Newberg has an inter
bring your sweetheart, since
esting neighbor that you probably and
The
Joel Palmer House was the
haven't heard much about.
Located just 15 miles south of
Newberg is a little town called
Dayton, population about 1,600.

only restaurant in Yamhill

rumor that movie stars Goldie

If you are running low

There is a long-standing

Hawn and Kurt Russell own a
mansion in the hills of Dayton, a

County given a 4-star rating as
one of the "Best Places to kiss in
t h e N . W. "

on cash, Roman's Pizza would

solve.

My hometown has a few

sites to explore on a lazy
Saturday afternoon, or on an
after-church Sunday drive.
Heading south on Highway 99W,
turn off near the Valley RV

Dayton, be on the lookout for

If so, then Alf's Ice Cream &

Goldie and Kurt's supposed

Burgers, located on South Baker

house—the massive mansion at

Heading back to

the very top of the hill when you
are headed from Dayton to

Road, you will get a glimpse of
Palmer Creek and lots of farm

land. Eventually you will reach
Monrovia Nursery Company,
which has a tranquil campus

Dundee.

complete with fountains and
bridges going over manmade

was their residence, many locals

lakes.

celebrities. A friend claims that

Although the local
newspaper officially denied this
still report sightings of these

cal schoolhouse is further down

Goldie waved to her when she
was lost in the hills one day.

the road, and you are free to peer

Another friend swears that

through windows into the past.
If Dayton sounds a little
too quaint for you, there is

Goldie and Kurt's child attends a

local private school.
So far, I don't know
what to make of this rural legend,
but it would make for a great

investigation on a Saturday after

McMinnville.

it is located on 406 NE 3rd Street

near Linfield, is the place to be.
With live monkeys watching you
from a glass partition while you
eat on charbroiled burgers and
crinkle-cut fries, you will proba

in the upstairs of a pricey gift

bly spot a Linfield Wildcat or

shop. You can seat yourself in
church pew-like benches and
even try your hand at poetry on
their menus. The best part about
The Sage is its homemade bread.

two. Their homemade ice cream

Slightly larger than
Newberg, "Mac" has an impres
sive downtown area. The Sage
Restaurant is one of my favorites;

Dayton.

The first thing I would
suggest checking out is the San
Martin de Porres Catholic

Palmer House.

explore the back roads.
If you take Webfoot

baked to perfection and fresh.
Do you like monkeys?

always the option of traveling
i n t o L i n fi e l d t e r r i t o r y :

Center, and you'll soon arrive in

just down the road is The Joel

your next adventure should be to

An abandoned, histori

rural legend that you just might

Church. located on Ferry Street.
This striking church has services
done completely in Spanish, and

burgers. After church and dining,

also be a good bet. Right across
from the San Martin Church, they
olfer reasonably priced pizza and

n o o n .

If you would like more
information on Dayton,

McMinnville, or have personal
knowledge of the mansion on the
hill, feel free to foxmail me.

is the perfect dessert, and they
have an array of flavors to choose
from (Black Forest Cherry is my

Whether you simply
have a great meal or end up solv
ing a legend, your day trip will
nevertheless be a great change of

favorite).

pace.

All-Campus Spring Retreat provided relaxation
Top left: Senior Ben Macy and jun
ior Keith Wade listen intently at the
Spring Retreat.
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Top right: Speaker Derry Long

spoke on life in community and liv
ing the Christian life of a higher
calling.

I

Bottom: Praise and worship was an
integral part of the retreat.
Freshman Heather Peterson takes

advatage of this opportunity.

%

Photos by Jonathan Morell

%

Excellent Summer Job Opportunities!
Gales Creek Camp Foundation For Children with Diabetes is seeking outgoing,
enthusiastic people to work and live in the great outdoors. These summer jobs will

have you hiking, swimming and playing sports! Be a positive role model and make a
difference in the lives of children living with insulin dependant diabetes. We need up

beat and positive people to work in the following positions:
* Cook- Supervise kitchen staff and work in tandem with our Registered Dietitian
planing low sugar nutritious meals.
* Male Camp Counselors- Supervise, guide and role model appropriate camp
acti vi ti es.

* RN, Graduate Nurses and Junior Nursing Students- Excellent opportunity for
the medical professional.

Contact Scott @ 503-699-8433 for more information. We are an equal opportunity
employer honoring diversity.
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Entire team vital in playoff contention
handing out 3.6 assists a contest. Her i 74 career ass.sts
rlk her 9th ali-tinre at George Fox in just her second

John Fciton
Staff Writer

y e a r.

Wing Jenny Freeman, a junior

George Fox women's basketball coach
Scott Rueck began the 1999-2000 season with a conser
vative prediction. "Our ability to handle and shoot the
basketball ought to keep us in the top half of the league,

transfer from

Wenatchee Valley College, finished the regular season
second in the NWC in three-pointers per

sixth in assists (2.76), and 19th in scoring (9^6) Pos

Wendy Clark ranked ninth in blocked shots (0.84) and

maybe even the top four."
Almost four months later, the Bruins are Hearing
the end of a record-breaking season 23-4 season, a season

16th in rebounding (5.2).

Off the bench, forward Tabitha Greller was firth

in threes per game (1.52) and guard Jil Barram is on pace

in which their 14-2 Northwest Conference record earned

to establish a school record for season 3-point accuracy.
She has made 13-31 (41.9%) is just above current assis
tant coach Kerr! (Ailaud) Rueck's record of 41.4%.

them a conference co-championship.
After an 18-6 season last year which saw the
Bruins set the school record for highest winning percent

After getting stellar play from the entire team,

age (.750), Rueck, 72-29 in his four years at the helm, had
some reason to believe that the team may not keep up the

what did the Bruins do for an encore to a record-breaking
regular season in which they finished 13-J at home, won
a record 11 straight games and never lost two in a row?
George Fox has come out the victor in the first

high level of play.
Newberg's finest graduated their top scorer in
Christy Brock (conference-leading 17.5 ppg) and top
rebounder and shot blocker in Rachel Powell (8.3 rpg, 0.9

two rounds of NCAA Div. Ill tournament in their first
year of eligibility.

bpg).
up her play this season, leading the Bruins with a confer
ence-best 16.3 ppg and 8.9 rpg, earning NWC "Player of

The Bruins looked sluggish in the first halves of
the two games but made big plays down the stretch to find
ways to pull out a 63-51 win over Linfield and a 71-63

the Year" honors.

win over Gal Lutheran. In both games they were carried

Enter junior post Katie Greller. Greller stepped

by big performances by Katie Greller, who earned her
seventh and eighth double-doubles of the year with 20
points and 13 rebounds against the wildcats and 23 points

This season amounted to Greller's assault on the

Bruin record book. After Saturday's (March 4) 71-63
playoff win. Greller ranked sixth in career scoring
(1,104), sixth in career rebounding (607), first in career
field goal accuracy (.535, 418-782), third in career freethrow accuracy (.778, 267-343), fourth in season scoring
(439), second in season field goal accuracy (.530), and
sixth in season free-throw accuracy (.790).
Greller has received plenty of help this season
from her teammates. Sophomore wing Nicole Prazeau is
averaging 9.3 ppg and 4.9 rpg, earning her NWC Second

and 13 rebounds verses the Regals.
Pholo by Carley Egelston

"It's an exciting time for the Bruins," says
Rueck, the 1999-2000 conference "Coach of the Year."

Katie Greller is just one of many talented players

The Bruins' next test comes March 10 at the

responsible for the team's playoff success.
Team honors. Her classmate, point guard Becky
Thompson had her strong play rewarded with NWC
Honorable Mention. She is averaging 6.2 ppg and is

NCAA Sectionals in Abilene, Texas when they face No. 1
west seed, St. Thomas (Minn.). The winner of that game
will be two victories away from the NCAA Div. Ill
national championship.

Bailey and the boys finally take the field
If your alarm clock
woke you up at 5 a.m. each

"This spring, during
our daily scrimmages, our
potential starters only made
two fielding errors," Bailey
said. "This is really an excit

morning for batting practice
during the past several
months, chances are you'd be

ing advantage for us headed
into competition. It just might
be my best fielding team in

performance against your own

my coaching career, and that
is including my tenure at West
Linn High School."

tional hitting in practice,

The Bruins have been

the final three innings," Bailey
said. "In preparation, we give
the clubs a tie score then play

D. Bryan Williford
Guest Writer

in the market for at least three

new clocks. The boys of
spring returned this past week
and from now until mid-May
have nothing but Diamond
dreams in their sleep.
A

new

team

with

under head coach Pat Bailey
cites a renewed emphasis on
defense and limiting mental
breakdowns as two important
keys to victory. Gone are six
experienced everyday players
that helped GFU set a NAIA
record for homeruns in a sea-

.son (101 bombs). The strength
will rally around tlie arsenal of
hurlers in the starting rotation
and in the bullpen.
Looking to improve
on the accomplishments of
last season's team would be a

major understatement.

According to Bailey, this sea
son's team could be his finest

fielding team ever in his
lengthy coaching career. With
the '98 club committing 90
errors in 40 games last season,
fielding is a major point of
interest to Bailey this year.

working in the early hours of
the morning and late into the
night to accommodate the
schedules of the winter sport
squads. In addition to heavy

The

fundamentals

stressed to this point have
given the team a taste of game
simulation, however, Bailey
admits it's hard to judge your
team.

"We work on situa

because I believe that baseball

games are either won or lost in

three innings to work on this

particular aspect of our game.

workouts in the fall, baseball

It gives the kids a chance to
handle pressure and succeed at

players between school and

moving over runners."

other activities may just hold
the tightest schedule on cam
pus.

Bailey and the Bruins
swept a pair from Western
Baptist last Friday, and split
Sunday at Western Oregon.
"Until we get some
game experience under our
belts, 1 am at a disadvantage
from an evaluation of talent

Bailey is optimistic
that this year's team will share
in much of the same success

as the 1998 campaign did.
"We play a schedule

that favors us because we play
virtually the same opponents
(mostly NAIA and Division
II), we are playing up from D3

(which allows us to play
against scholarship teams),

perspective," Bailey said. "At

and that is good experience for

this point, all 1 can do is place

us," Bailey said.

my best athletes on the field

Last year's team
relied on the production of the
power hitters to bail them

and test their abilities in

intrasquad games. I can't wait

till we get an opponent on the

Mission Statement
FOR THE 2000 Season

Hard work
Every day
At t a i n s
Re s p e c t
Toyether

field and then we'll find out

Yet this season's outlook will

miscues in the field. With^ thTteST

how each individual responds

depend on power pitching and

the ability to manufacture runs -n °ut to our

in game situations."

selves out of defensive jams.

fielding as the defensive gem

of situational hittinn nnH , Consult the fall

1" game, hopes are high for ^ catch all
s tor the baseball action
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Young team looks
inside for confidence
Serena Brumund

plate who can throw out anyone."

Sports Editor

Cori Wulf and Kelsey
Bates, both freshman, will be
sharing duties in the outfield;

Head coach Chris Gross

R
her
onthisenior
Beth
Davicards
s to direct
s year's
yottng softbail team to a successtul season.

"We have a lot of fresh

man and very few upperclassman. notes Gross, who is begining her eighth season as head
coach with a I -3 record thus fan

"We lost most of our hitting, but
we do have pitching - pitching

that could take us places if the

Wulf in center and Bates in right.
Freshman

Sarah

Jertberg will be taking over first,
while junior Brittany Baird
returns to start at third.

Flexibility is a great
strength and sophomore Natalie
Ashley and freshman Maria

Nava will get a chance to prove

this as they both try out their tal
ent at first and in the outfield.
"Our roster is rather

rest of the lineup comes around."

limited this season," Gross said,

Davis, one of the team's

"and as a result everyone is going

two seniors, returns bringing a

10-8 record with a 3.39 ERA and
team-leading numbers in com

plete games, innings, and strike
outs. She also hit .395 and led

the team in triples and stolen

bases while playing a steady

to be asked to fill many roles, to
fit in wherever there is a need

that particular day."
The team carries eleven

players — eleven players for a
sport that requires nine people on
the field at all times. There's no

Sports
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A look at tennis: what's all the racquet?
New women'.s head

outdoors against

coach Mark Sendleback recog
nizes the challenge he faces this

Whitwortli

season.

afternoon. The rain

"It could be a tough

on

Saturday (March 3)

delayed play by

year," he said. "All of our play

almost an hour, so the

ers are working hard and show

teams opted to play

ing improvement, but we've still
got a lot of work to do to catch up
with the top teams in our confer
ence. We could spring some

"no-add" scoring. In
tennis, once a game is

upsets on a few folks this year."

must

Sendleback inherits a

program that went 1-20 last sea
son. but returns four of the top
five players from last season.
The lone loss is 1999 grad
Shawna Hughes. A Second Team
All-Conference selection,

Hughes played as the No. 1 spot
all four years of the GPU tennis
team's existence.

S t e p p i n g u p t o fi l l
Hughes's shoes is last season's
No. 3, senior Rachel McComb.

Returning to the No. 2 spot is
junior Kim Reimer. Sophomore

at deuce (tied at three

points each), a player
score

two

con

secutive points to win.
"No-add" scorins
requires only one
point after deuce for a
win.

The speed
play didn't help the
Bruins, as Whitwortli

swept the singles com
Rachel
petition. George Fox's
only win came at No.
2 doubles, where Kelly Chrisman
and Emily Winans triumphed
over Kelly Roberts and Alex

I'luXt) by C'nrley l-igclsloti

McComb volleys in a recent set.
first full season as head coach

after taking the post midway
through last year.
S e n i o r To d d H a m m a n s ,

W i l l i a m s 8 - 4 . I t w a s t h e fi r s t

First

Kristin Graniund was slated to

doubles win for the Bruins this

Conference in 1999, returns as

Te a m

All-Northwest

shortstop.
Filling in as No. 2 pitch
er is rooky Laura Steenson.

"Oh. carry on without me!" in
case someone gets injured.

play in the No. 3 or 4 spot until a

season. As for the rest of the

the Bruins No. 1 spot. Basketball

stress fracture in her foot side

Northwest Conference, McComb

Nope, that's just strictly intramu-

Coming from an excellent pro

lined her for the rest of the sea

rals, ladies and gentlemen.

p i c k e d L i n fi e l d , P a c i fi c

Steenson is seen to play some

Competition will be
coming heavily from PLU and

son. Filling Granlund's spot will
be last year's No. 4, sophomore

Lutheran, and Whitman to be the

gram at Central Catholic,

shooting guard junior Ryan Cruz,
Coach Cruz's younger brother,
fills the No. 2 spot, where he

infield as well as at the mound.

UPS, who carried off a success

Returning players soph
omore Anita Orlowski and senior

ful year last season and should

Kelly Chrisman.
Juniors Emily Winans
and Jacie Catandella play the No.
4 and 5 spots, and sophomore

top contenders. At week's end,
her first two choices along with
Lewis & Clark remained the only

earned

three teams in the conference

team up as the squad's top dou

with undefeated records.

bles team.

i t y. L a s t y e a r ' s H o n o r a b l e

again this year with the same
pitchers.
"The main thing this
team must develop is each player

Mention All-NWC, Orlowski hit

having confidence in herself and

Albeilson on the 9th and 12th

in one another, because we are

George Fox opened its

.342 with a team leading three
home runs, and Gerig pulled off

season with a 9-0 loss at the

a n d a m a t c h a t L i n fi e l d M a r c h

going to be very young," Gross

indoor courts of Lewis & Clark

playing the coaches dream posi

concludes.

on Feb. 24. Two days later, it

tion — just about everywhere.
In fact, only first and third were

Coaching a young team
successfully can only come with
patience — patience that accepts
the realization that where your
roster is one game does not mean

was the same results on the same

court, but this time against Puget

14th before taking two weeks off
to prepare for the rest of confer
ence play.
With two of the top

Sound.

returning singles players in the

Sherilyn Gerig are expected to
contribute to hitting and versatil

neglected by Gerig's presence,
though she was popular at the
plate, hitting .305.
"Anita is explosive and

Second

Te a m

All

Conference honors last season.
Cruz and Hammans will also

Kelly Shontz and freshman Keri
Ingraham will rotate at the No. 6

After starting the year 0-

Rookie Joe Gonzales

3, the Bruins look ahead to

and the third doubles team.

matches against Willamette and

steps up to the No. 3 spot.
Gonzales, a two-time competitor
at the Oregon 4A High School
State Championships, is the only
freshman on the squad. "He's a
big server who is not far behind
our top two, and should be a solid
performer for us," said Coach
Cruz.

in

Northwest Conference, the

The fourth through sixth

your catcher may never have to
pitch. It's like a combination
lock — you just keep trying dif

Newberg against Southern
Oregon and Whitman were can
celed due to prime Oregon
weather (read: rain), the Bruins

Bruins men's tennis team has

season. Rick Cruz, one of the

spots will be played by junior
Thong Nguyen, junior Jared
Pearson, and part-time assistant

remarks. "Sherilyn is a good

ferent combinations until some

finally played their first match

founding members of the Bruins
tennis squad in 1996, enters his

junior transfer Luke Lesh.

thinker and organizer behind the

thing finally clicks.

smooth at bat with excellent

hand-to-eye coordination," Gross

B a s e b a l l

ASON SCHIIPEROORT
Year: Senior

Age; 21

Position: Centerf.eld/p.tcher, COcaptain

ing, ping-pong, ba.skctball, being

Pertonalgoa:l "Toe
l adthsi teamto

a nattonal tttle: nobody believes ,n

raXsC^nttnents: "Ja.son is a

very bard wo^ei-nd a vetyj^a^^
young

man.

MEN'S TENNIS

Beth Davis

To d d H a m m a n s

a

•verbal
^^:'^rre"e".. -„ce
a:e to
repeat as
champions.

Northwest C"" « ^ of the
(he) will A I will greatly

great expectations for the 2000

Kim
Ye a r : J u n i o r

Age: 21
Position: Pitcher/shortstop

Age: 21
Position: #2 singles and #1 sin

boarding, travel, scuba diving,
fishing, Whitewater rafting,

gles with Rachel McComb
Major: Interior Design/Fashion
Merchandising
Hobbles: Doing things outdoors,

hanging out with friends

baking, crafts, spending time

Personal goal: "To finish in the

with friends

Personal goal: "My goal for the
season includes the team finishing in
the top three. I would also love to

top three of the conference in
singles, for Ryan and 1 to be

Personal goal: "To improve my
overall game. I'm looking at

ranked in the top fifteen in the

this season as a growing year.'

percentage above 50 percent '

West in doubles, and to be

We have a new coach and I'm

ranked in the lop fifteen in the
West in singles."

excited for what he has to offer

have an era under 2.0 and an onbase

Coaches's comments: "Beth is a
four-year veteran who does a great

job wherever she plays and is a very

dominating prescence on the

jocELYN Kennedy
Ye a r : S e n i o r

Age: 22
Position: #1 singles,#! doubles
Major: International Business
Hobbies: Waterskiing, water-

married May 13th

WOMEN'S TRACK

Reimer

Ye a r : S e n i o r

mobiles and ATVs, reading, collect
ing dolls at home, spending time
outdoors and with family, soon to be

coach senior Jake Dobson and

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Year: Senior

Hobbies: Volleyball, riding snow

Hobbies: Golf, photography, bowl

matches

Softball

Major: History, minor in lit

Major: Comm/Arts

After

my game."

Age: 22

Event: Jumper
Major: Fitness Management
Hobbies: Working at Higher
Ground, helping with youth group,
planning a wedding for June lOth.
Personal goal: "To make it to
nationals in the tripe jump; but more
importantly, I'd like to be an exam
ple to the younger athletes and I'd

like to represent Christ in my
actions and my words while compet
ing."

Coach's comments: "Jocclyn was a
national competitor in the triple
jump her sophomore year while also
setting the school record. Her
record was broken last year by sen
ior Sharla Rhoadcs." — Wes Cook

mound." -Chris Gross

championship puzz •

. him " -Pnt Bailey

truss nim- ^

Photos by Carley Egelston
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Track team members get their feet wet
Marisa Mcrritt

Not bad for the first meet of the

team. This year, the rookies are

season.

taking to the track, digging into
the tar, and getting a feel as a

Staff Writer

A week later at the

While the rest of you
cozy up inside on these rainy
Saturdays, GFU track and field

Linfield Icebreaker, the Bruins
made the best of the weather
once more to win several events.

Workman took home another vic

the hunt once again.
We will rely heavily on
what few experienced players we
do have returning, and some of
our freshman will come along
and help us out as the season pro

tory for the Bruin distance run

gresses."

her debut effort in the 3000m

steeplechase, setting new school

are off to a promising start.
The 60 plus member
team began its season by hosting
the Conference Relays here at

and meet records.

Colcord Field.

ners with a 15:05 in the 5000m.

H Lint was able to maneuver a jun
ior class record of ID'S", quali
fying her for the conference,
regional, and national meets all in
one day.
Senior Joel Strunk won

Senior

Brandon

C o o k l o o k s t o fi v e v e t

Sophomore Nathan Paisley
improved his time in the same

eran throwers for this experience
as jumps and hurdles have yet to

event by over a minute.
Meanwhile, Junior Amy

be discovered in the freshmen
m e n s .

Forbes beat out seventeen other

The women's team is

ladies in the high jump, clearing a

blessed with several experienced
returners, however, fighting

height of 5'2".

the shotput competition with a

Cook, who has been

personal record of 44'9.5." and
also bested his top previous ham

coaching track for fourteen years
now, is looking upon this year as
a rebuilding year for the men's

mer effort with a throw of 132'.

admits, "but I believe we're in

omore Tori Taylor's II:51 win in

C o a c h We s C o o k a n d h i s B r u i n s

Pole vaulter Heather

"Our team is young an^J
inexperienced this year," Cook

Most notable was soph

members have been out there

working hard. Despite the past
two rough weekends of weather,

n e w c o m e r.

injury is seen as the biggest foe
right now.
From stress fractures to

shin and shoulder problems, the
women's team will hopefully

New Personal Records
Men's disfaiu-R med-

Men\ .lOnO

regain their health quickly to
continue to exercise their talents,

jVlen's slud

F o r r e s t To w n e - 9 : 2 8 . 0

lev relav

Joel Strunk-44-09.50

Scott 0.swald-9:29.2

Kevin Whitaker-51.0,

David KilUan-28-08.5

Natluin Pai,sley-[0:13.0

second leg

many which have been tested at
nationals.
The Bruin's next com

Wonipn's shot
MriPs

petition will be held at the Lewis
& Clark Open on Saturday,

Pam Longman-32-

hammer

07,75

Joel Sinink-132-00

M a r c h 11 .

ASC E>arkroom File Photo

Kristen Norgaard runs in one of GFUs home meets last year. Kristcn is
one of many returning athletes expected to do well this year.

Th'roughninovavite

Fjini yolij

partnerships with Azusa

Pacific University, Wheaton

±
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JLD

e

g
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T U I T I O N
" F^{EE
while

J

m

TCU

for t vv o V ears

'"ASIA!

College and Lee University,
teachers serving with the English
Language Institute/China can

earn a prestigious master's degree
—TUITION-FREE — during a
two-year teaching assignment at
a university in Asia! Applicants

must first be accepted by ELIC.

Call 1-800-356-ELIC
W W W. e l i c . o r n
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